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1. Installation
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Add Upfront and Spirit themes to your themes directory

Activate Spirit theme (do not activate Upfront)

Click Upfront in your admin bar to launch Upfront
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2. Elements
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Upfront Elements. Drag those from the sidebar onto your page.

Element re-size handles, use them to re-size elements

Delete Element & Element Settings

Element Settings Panel
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One of the fundamental concepts of Upfront is the Elements. Elements are self-
contained pieces of functionality. You would use Elements to add things like Sliders, 
Galleries, Images & Text to your layouts. Elements are the building blocks of your 
pages. Each element has a 'Settings' panel where you can further configure the 
appearance / functionality. Elements are added to your page via drag-and-drop. 
They can then be re-sized and positioned anywhere you like.



3. Regions
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Enter Region Editing Mode by clicking the trigger in the top-right corner of the region

Add Regions Above / Below current Region or add sidebars to the current Region

Re-size current Region to your desired height

Change the background type for selected Region from it's settings panel
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Regions allow you to configure the areas that contain your Elements. 
Colors, Images, Sliders and Maps can be applied as Region Backgrounds.
This allows you to be even more creative when building your pages. 



4. Text Editing

Upfront is designed to provide you with intuitive Rich Text Editing experience. 
Double click on a text element and just begin typing. When you select a word or a 
group of words, a panel with various options will appear. 

Bold / Italic

Text Format (H1, H2 etc)

Text Alignment Color Picker

Lists

Blockquote

Link Icons



5. Custom CSS
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Click 'Add New Style' in the Element CSS Styles panel

A CSS panel will appear at the bottom

Use selectors on the right-side to style your element

Give your style a name & save it
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More advanced users can take advantage of the Custom CSS functionality. Any of 
the Upfront Elements, can be subverted by accessing Custom CSS from inside 
Element Settings panel. Each Element provides a set of selectors that can be used to 
modify the appearance of the element. Your Custom CSS modifications can be saved 
and re-used across other elements of the same type.



6. Other Features
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Right Click anywhere to get a contextual menu

Use a Visual Grid button to help you align your elements

Make your pages slick for di!erent devices with Responsive Mode
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There are plenty more features in Upfront. You can clone and group Elements, 
create and modify responsive layouts for di!erent devices, create lightboxes and so 
on. We hope you enjoy discovering those, and using them to speed up your website 
authoring process. 


